METHOD OF TASTING
·
·
·

·
·

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT WHISKY:
Its 40-46% ABV, Wine @14+%, Beer @ 5-7%
Ok to Sniff Wine and Beer, bad with Whisky
Breath in with mouth & nose, and out
through the nose to give your olfactory best
opportunity to pick out flavors!
Only taste on tongues are Sweet, Sour, Bitter,
Salty or Texture (Umami)
Whiskey tasters taste between 22-25% ABV
NATURALLY ENGINEERED AROMA TECHNOLOGY
New tasting glasses developed for
competitions to allow judges to
better discern differences by
allowing ethanol to leave the
glass, and the aromatic
compounds to be more apparent!

Using this method & look for three distinct sets
of flavors or tastes in a new whisky

1st AROMA / NOSE

* Breathe over your glass with mouth & nose

open to allow as much air as possible to reach
your olfactory nerves! Swallow the air, and then
slowly exhale through your nose, let your mind
wander while deciding on the flavors you taste.

The Irish We
Never Knew
Were Here!
“….For hundreds of years Donegal Estates has
stood timeless upon a land with history and the
enduring spirit of the Emerald Isle. Timeless and
authentic Donegal Estates stands alone with its
strength and character. Established with tradition, quality and integrity, our blended Irish
whiskey is produced with the finest ingredients
to create a superior and smooth taste. “

2nd PALETTE / TASTE
* Take a sip to your mouth, swirl & “chew” the
spirit as you coat the inside surfaces of your
mouth, again breathe through, swallow, exhale
nasally, again decide on tastes, flavors & textures.

3rd DILUTE & RE-TASTE
* Take the straw in your water glass and put
your finger over the top, transport the water to
your whiskey glass and drop in. The addition of a
drop of water is known as “cracking” the spirit.
This allows molecular bonds to break, freeing up
a new range of aromas & flavors to be tasted and
noted!

Adding Ice & Mixers is totally OK! Its your
whiskey, drink it as you like it,
don’t let anyone to tell you differently!

A collection of whiskies that offer
insight into the next names that we
will get to know in the
Irish Whiskey World.
From the country that had 1,000
Distilleries in a century, was reduced
to only 2 (Jameson & BUshmills)
following US Prohibition,
a 3rd (Cooley) opened 1987,
4th (Kilbeggan) in 2007…..
Now 18 operate on the island and 23
more are in the building
or planning stage!

IRISH WHISKEY ~ Where it all began!
·

·

·

1st record of whiskey in Ireland dates to the
1400’s and the death of chieftain from bad
“uisce beatha”
Massive growth in number of distillery &
brands as the world catches back on to the
difference with Irish!
Most of the new brands are still waiting for
their own distilleries to come online and as a
result they are “sourcing” buying in whiskey
and either finishing it with additional time in
wood or simply bottling and reselling.

DONEGAL ESTATES

Online reviews indicate a 4 year old “finest
blended Irish whiskey” from “Double Wood
Bourbon Casks”
NOSE Pleasant sweet notes of vanillin, Christmas
cake and woody spices
TASTE Smooth oily viscosity captures the center
of tongue, charred stone fruits, cocoa liqueur
FINISH Fleeting flavors with remaining residue of
oily character

HYDE 1916 Single Grain

Triple distilled, pure grain, Irish whiskey
from one single distillery location, not blended in
any way…. matured for over 6 years
Nose: Cinnamon and Clove with succulent
sweet caramel flavors. Complex and spicy
with sweet American Bourbon notes.
Taste: Robust single grain spices with a
touch of cracked black pepper give way to
a buttery vanilla and charred oak taste.
Finish: Long and satisfying, ending with a
silky combination of oak and barley.

KILBEGGAN Single Grain

The updated release from Suntory-Beam’s
takeover of Cooley, previously as Greenore now
as unaged statement from Kilbeggan (#4)
Nose: Lemon sponge, honeyed cereal, vanilla
and a little caramel. Toasted oak, banana and
tropical fruit. Fairly light, but full of flavour - very
nice indeed!
Palate: Sweet, smooth vanilla before spicy oak
comes in. Touches of menthol and coconut ice.
Finish: Long with maple and pecan, milk
chocolate and a hint of salinity.

TIPPERARY ~ Knockmealdowns

Sourced whiskey for planned new distillery
aged 10 years
Nose: Fragrant orange oil and fresh pineapple,
with a hint of caramel underneath.
Palate: Light oak at first, before yet more juicy
tropical fruits bring sweetness.
Finish: Lemon curd, honey and milky coffee.

EAGANS ~ How The Years Whistle By”
A family venture from the Boyne River Valley
that includes Maltings, Brewery & Distillery

Nose: Smooth honeycomb and vanilla with
fleshy orchard fruits, such as ripe pear and
green apple.
Palate: Soft and delicate that develops into a
green orchard fruits’ bouquet with undertones
of vanilla.
Finish: Medium-length soft finish, sweet toffee
tones with green apples.

Barr an Uisce 1803

The Irish words “Barr an Uisce” literal English
translation is “above the water”. It is also the
Irish name given to Barraniskey,
Nose: Aromas of vanilla, white chocolate and
caramel (creme brulée)
Palate: Spicy entry and then a broad, silky,
creamy mouthfeel. Mid-palate opens to reveal
tropical fruits, cinnamon, ginger and a distinct
maltiness.
Finish: Long with hints of toasted oak.

Tyrconnell ~ Madeira Cask Finish

One of the original labels from Cooley under the
Teeling family, this was first released 10 years
ago, but just recently made it to Texas!
Nose: Harmonious and warming. Aromas of
milky coffee, dried apricots, roasted nuts and
creme caramel. There is a purity and cleanliness
not normally present in Madeira cask finishes.
Palate: Delicious flavors of creme caramel, malt,

barley sugars, chocolate, toffees and pineapple
Finish: Very well balanced, one of the most
successful Madeira finishes we have tried.

